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A novel, simple, and inexpensivecalibration schemefor a continuous-wavedifferencefrequency
spectrometeris presented,basedon the stabilization of an open transfer cavity, by locking onto
the output of a polarization stabilized HeNe laser. High frequency, acoustic fluctuations of the
transfer cavity length are compensatedwith a piezoelectric transducer mounted mirror, while
long term drift in cavity length is controlled by thermal feedback.A single mode Ar+ laser, used
with a single mode ring dye laser in the differencefrequency generationof 2-4 pm light, is then
locked onto a suitable fringe of this stable cavity, achieving a very small long term drift and
furthermore reducing the free running Ar + linewidth to about 1 MHz. The dye laser scan
provides tunability in the difference frequency mixing process, and is calibrated by marker
fringes with the same stable cavity. Due to the absolute stability of the marker cavity, precise
frequency determination of near infrared molecular transitions is achieved via interpolation
betweenthesemarker fringes. It is shown theoretically that the residual error of this schemedue
to the dispersion of air in the transfer cavity is quite small, and experimentally that a frequency
precision on the order of 1 MHz per hour is routinely obtained with respect to molecular
transitions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, continuous-wave (cw) laser
spectrometerswith MHz levels of spectral resolution have
beendevelopedover the near ultraviolet (UV),lm3 all of the
visible4,’and large regions of the infrared.&* In these subDoppler molecular spectrometersfull spectroscopicuse of
the extremely high resolution can only be made if a suitable
calibration scheme is implemented. Since the scanning of
the spectrum typically takes hours, excellent long term stability of the system is necessary.
One way to obtain the proper calibration is by comparison to a precisely known referencespectrum. However,
such spectraare often not availablein all regions of interest
and can be difficult to record simultaneously. A second
way to obtain precise spectral information for various molecular lines is by direct measurementof the wavelength or
frequency in a wavemeter (traveling Michelson interferometer). It has been shown’ that this is possible with an
absolute precision of better than 1 MHz but for most systems this is prohibitively time consuming.
The most frequently used calibration method is therefore by interpolating the molecular spectrum with the
transmission spectrum of a suitable Fabry-Perot cavity.
No absolute calibration is normally attained in this way,
but for most applications, a relative calibration is easily
obtained and quite sufficient. On the other hand, the absoa)1991-92 JILA Visiting Fellow.
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lute accuracy can be quite high if it is possible to keep the
optical spacing of the mirrors constant. This is typically
done by using a low thermal expansionspacerlike Zerodur
ceramic and high quality temperature control.“*” In addition the cavity has to be evacuatedto avoid any drift of the
transmission fringes due to change in the refractive index
in the cavity causedby ambient pressure changes.
The interest in a calibration precision on the order of 1
MHz/h is quite keen and no commercial systems are
readily available. We therefore have set out to design and
build a simple system for use with our differencefrequency
spectrometer that can perform to this level of accuracy.
Instead of the more conventional reliance on the long term
thermal stability of a Zerodur material, we have opted to
lock an open cavity actively to a polarization stabilized
HeNe laser and use this as a transfer cavity for the frequency stabilization of the Arf laser used in conjunction
with a single mode dye laser to generatethe infrared (IR)
light. In addition, this cavity is used to record marker
fringes from the scanning of the dye laser, which therefore
provides accurate frequency markers in the infrared. The
design of the system will be described in detail below and
the magnitude of possible drifts due to dispersion of air
discussed. Finally, the successful performance of the instrument is demonstratedby recording a known molecular
spectrum repeatedly over many hours and comparing the
successivefrequency measurements.
II. DESIGN
A. Basic

OF THE SYSTEM
considerations

The conventional approach to the construction of a
highly stable calibration setup for optical spectrometersis
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the use of a suitable Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI). A
fixed frequency laser can either be locked to one of the
cavity modes of the FPI or it can be used for calibration of
a tunable laser scan. To reduce the influence of ambient
temperature and pressurechanges,a spacer for the mirrors
with very low expansion coefficient is preferred and the
whole optical cavity is typically placed in a sealedtank. “J ’
The tank is often evacuated and needs to be kept at as
constant a temperature as possible.
To understand the necessarydemands on the stability
of the temperature of such a system and the tolerable pressure changes,we start from the well known condition for
the frequency Y of a given longitudinal mode of a confocal
FPI
Nco
v=c-j
9

(1)

where n is the index at temperature To. As an example, for
the HeNe laser at atmospheric pressure this already
amounts to a Sv/ST of 455 MHz/K. Hence at ambient
pressure, even small temperature changeswould causesignificant drift. Again, keeping the FPI in an evacuatedtank
can eliminate this density related dependenceof the mode
frequency on the temperature.
The more commonly treated temperature influence on
the frequency of a given FPI cavity mode is the thermal
expansion of the spacer used to separatethe mirrors. For a
thermal expansion coefficient CYof the spacer this influence
can be seen to be

v+sv= 4nd( 1Nco
+aST)

$

4nd

or
Svz -aSTv.

with d the spacing between the mirrors, co the speed of
light in vacuum, it the refractive index of the medium between the mirrors, and N the integral mode number. F&
the 632.8 nm (4.7361 X lOI Hz) output wavelength of a
HeNe laser, the refractive index of air under standard conditions of 760 Torr ( 1 Torr= 133 Pa) pressurep. and 288
K temperature To is approximately it= 1+2.7652X 10m4,
where the quantity (it - 1) is linearly proportional to the
density of the gas medium.12 A change Sp in pressure at
constant temperature will lead to a changeof the density of
the air in the cavity, and consequently to a new frequency
V+SV of the desired mode given by

Nco
v+Sv=4[n+(n-l)(Sp/‘po)]d~4nd

From Eqs. ( 1) and (2) it follows that
svz---

n-l

Sp

n

PO

vz--(n--l)

Ev,

(3)

which the HeNe laser frequency at near ambient pressures
amounts to a Sv/Sp of - 172 MHz/Torr. Therefore, the
pressureof the air betweenthe mirrors has to be controlled
to better than 0.01 Torr if a stability of the FPI on the
order of 1 MHz is to be achieved. Hence, the FPI is typically placed inside a vacuum tank, though this is explicitly
not the choice made for the transfer cavity design presented herein.
The influence of a temperature change on an open cavity is twofold. On the one hand, it will change the density
of the air in the FPI and influence the frequency of the
cavity mode in a similar fashion to a pressure change, and
on the other hand the physical spacing of the mirrors will
be changedby thermal expansionof the spacer.The former
effect will be considered first.
At constant pressure, a temperature change ST leads
to a density change of the air betweenthe mirrors which in
turn leads to a frequency change of the cavity mode of
(4)

(1 -aST),

(6)

For Zerodur ceramic (Y= -0.3~ 10m7/K and Sv/ST=14
MHz/K, while for fused silica a=5.5 X 10-‘/K and Sv/
ST=260 MHz/K. This means that even for extremely low
expansion Zerodur as a spacer, the absolute temperature of
the FPI must be controlled to better than 0.1 K to ensure
a frequency stability on the order of 1 MHz.
B. The FPI as a transfer

cavity

The reasonsdiscussedabove commonly lead to the use
of an actively temperature controlled FPI with a low expansion spacer placed in a vacuum tank if high precision
calibration of optical spectra is needed. However, such a
system is fairly complicated to build and not very convenient to align. The alternative we consider is an open cavity
(at ambient pressure) which is not passively stabilized but
instead, locked to a simple reference laser with a highly
stable output frequency. Such a reference laser is indeed
readily available in the polarization stabilized HeNe
laser.i3 What remains to be investigated is the locking
scheme and how well such a transfer cavity system performs over ranges of wavelengths (frequencies) both close
and far from the HeNe laser output.
The system we have devised both (i) to stabilize the
frequency of the ArS laser and (ii) to calibrate the scan of
the dye laser used for the near IR cw difference frequency
generation in our spectrometer7is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. In the interest of simplicity, only the optical components are depicted.
The heart of the system is a 30 cm length confocal FPI
with very broadband mirrors ( T= 6 =t 2% for 400-780
nm) . The measured finesseof this cavity is 20, i.e., it has a
fringe width of 13 MHz at the 250 MHz free spectral range
(FSR). The cavity is locked onto the frequency of a polarization stabilized HeNe laser whose absolute frequency
stability is measured to be on the order of 0.1 MHz/h by
optical mode beating against an iodine stabilized HeNe
laser. Slow control of the cavity length is performed by
heating the middle section of the confocal mirror spacer,
while fast control is obtained using a piezoelectric transducer (PZT)-supported end mirror. The Arf laser fre-
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PIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical setup used for stabilization of a
difference frequency spectrometer. The transfer cavity (FPI) is locked
onto a polarization stabilized HeNe laser. The single frequency Ar + laser,
in turn, is locked to the cavity. Finally the scan of the dye laser is calibrated by recording the transmission fringes of the stabilized transfer
cavity. A number of mirrors (M) are used to steer the beams, interference
filters (IF) and polarizing beamsplitters are employed to combine the
various laser beams collinearly or separate them after passing through the
cavity. Two planoconvex lenses (Ll and L2) with f=500 m m are used
to compensate for the refractive power of the cavity mirrors. All three
beams are monitored on separate detectors. A beamsplitter (BS) is used
to select the required amount of’dye laser and Ar+ laser radiation out of
the main beam going to the experiment.

quencyis then locked to a suitablecavity m o d eof the FPI,
F inally, the transmissionpattern of the FPI is recordedfor
calibration as the dye laser is scanned.All three laser
beams are suitably attenuated and combined collinearly
with a polarizing beamsplitter and/or interferencefilter
beforethey are coupledinto the transfer cavity. The transm itted light is similarly split into its three componentsand
eachcolor detectedon a separatedetector.
The design of the FPI is shown in somewhat more
detail in F ig. 2. Starting from the right, the spacerconsists
of a lZcm-long section of 2.5-cm-diamPyrex tubing, two
stainlesssteel-to-Pyrexgraded sealswelded together with
their stainlesssteel sides, a second 8-cm-long section of
Pyrex, and finally a 2.5-cm-long tubular piezoceramic
transducer(PZT). Most of the stainlesssteel part of the
spaceris wrappedwith heatingtape to allow active control
of the cavity length.
The numerical examplegiven in the precedingsection
(HeNe laser frequency) shows that a 1 Torr increasein
Fabry-Perot

Interferometer
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the electronic locking scheme used to
stabilize the transfer cavity onto the stabilized HeNe laser. See text
for details.
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pressure(at constanttemperature)of the air in the cavity
would lead to a frequencyshift of the cavity m o d eof - 172
MHz. If the whole length of the spacerwere heatedfor
thermal control of the cavity length and fused silica used
for a spacer,a drop by 0.7 K would compensatefor this
pressurechange.However, heatingthe whole length is not
very practical, insteadonly a fifth can typically be heated.
For a fused silica cavity, the temperatureof this shorter
section must now be changedby 3.5 K. For a small pressurechangethis scalingm ight just be acceptable,for larger
variations it turns out to be prohibitive. Hence we have
chosena 6-cm-longstainlesssteelsectionas the heatedpart
of the spacer,i.e., a material with a much higher thermal
expansioncoefficient (a = 187X lo-’ K), and for which a
drop in temperatureof only 0.1 K sufficesto compensate
for the 1 Torr pressurerise. This allows accessto a wide
dynamiclocking rangewith only a moderateinitial heating
(about 20 K above room temperature). In addition, the
effect of heatingthe air inside the spacer[e.g., seeEq.(4)]
is m inimized. Oncethe stainlesssteelpart of the spacerhas
beenchosenfor the describedreasons,Pyrex glasswith a
five-fold smaller expansioncoeflicienta =32 x 10m7/K is a
natural and convenientchoicefor the remainingsectionsof
the spacer.In particular, gradedsealsof stainlesssteeland
Pyrex are readily availableand the five-fold ratio between
the two expansioncoefficientscan nearly perfectly compensatefor the five-fold ratio in sectionlengths. A 1 K change
in temperatureof the Pyrex (e;g., by a changein the lab
temperature) can therefore be compensatedby an equal
but opposite changeof the temperature of the stainless
steel.Theseopposingeffectshelp m inimize the influenceof
a m b ient temperaturechangeson the averagetemperature
of the air insidethe FPI and the associatedfrequencyshifts
from changesin air density.

C. Possible

limitations

of performance

The systemdescribedin the precedingsectiontransfers
the stability of the referenceHeNe laser to both the Ar+
laser and the dye laser fringes through the use of an open
transfer cavity. For this purpose,the length of the cavity is
controlled so as to compensatefor any changesin a m b ient
pressureand temperature.However, the associatedshift in
frequency of any cavity m o d e dependson the refractive
index of the m e d ium betweenthe m irrors at the correspondingwavelength.Sincethe refractive index of airdependsupon wavelength,there will still be a small residual
error in the system due to this dispersionthat eventually
lim its the performanceof the system. This section addressesat what level of precision this will happen.For
simplicity, we consideronly the pressuredependence(at
constanttemperature)but by comparisonof Pqs. (3) and
(4), the temperaturedependence
can be obtainedby simple scaling.
To lock a cavity m o d eof the FPI (with m o d enumber
N ueNe)to the frequency (vm.& of the stabilized HeNe
laser at a m b ientpressure(p), the length (d) of the confocal cavity has to be
Difference frequency spectrometer
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To compensate for a change Sp in pressure, the mirror
spacing must be adjusted to d+6d, where
ad

1

-NHeN&O

sp=

bHcNc--

4vHeNe

l)

(8)

p;

or
Sdz --d(nH,N,-1)

’
PO :

In Eq. (9) the refractive index was set equal to 1 since we
consider only linear terms in Sd, i.e., first order changesin
the cavity length.
A second mode of the transfer cavity (the mode number N1,,,) with a frequency close to either the Ar+ laser or
the dye laser will, by analogy with Eq. (7)) have a frequency vlaserat the initial pressure of
%S,P

--

4d

With the pressure changed by Sp and the accompanying
change in length 6d to keep the cavity locked to the HeNe,
the frequency for the mode will be changed by Sy,,,, according to

(11)
Substituting Eq. (9) and taking only linear terms in the
changesand rearranging, one finally obtains
%se~o 6~
- (nHeNc-nlaser)
4d PO

Equation ( 12) shows that the residual error from the dispersion of the refractive index of air is proportional to the
difference betweenthe refractive index at the wavelength of
the HeNe laser to which the cavity is locked and that of the
second laser. Hence, the closer the two wavelengthscan be
chosen, the lower the residual error from the use of an
open transfer cavity will be.
In our experiment the cavity is locked to the 632.8 nm
line of the HeNe, and 3963 cm-’ IR light is generated by
difference frequency mixing the 488.0 nm Ar+ line (20486
cm-‘) and the output of the dye laser in the 605 nm region. The refractive index of air (under standard temperature and pressure conditions) at these two wavelengths is
1+2.7929 X 10m4 and 1+2.7690x 10m4, respectively.l2
With nHeNe=1+2.7652X low4 this results in residual errors of Sv&Sp= -0.25 MHz/Torr and Sv,/Sp= -2.24
MHz/Torr. For the resulting IR light, the drift is only
- 1.99 MHz/Torr. One can seethat, for the small pressure
Rev. Sci. Instrum.,
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111.IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we explain in more detail how the cavity
is actually locked to the stabilized HeNe laser and the Ar+
laser in turn to the cavity. The recording of the transmission fringes with scanning of the dye laser is standard and
will not be detailed.
A. Locking

(

~V*ase~~-

changesencounteredin a typical laboratory environment, a
stability on the order <, 5 MHz can be expected.Hence, the
described transfer cavity scheme reduces the drift in calibration causedby pressurechangesby about two orders of
magnitude from the value expected for a simple marker
cavity (compare Sec. II A).
As a final point, it should be mentioned that even
though there will be a considerablechange in the length of
the transfer cavity if the pressure changesa few Torr, the
stabilization of the cavity to the HeNe laser ensures that
the free spectral range (FSR) changes by only an extremely small amount (on the order of 1 part in lo*).
Therefore, the FSR has to be calibrated only once to obtain
the proper scaling of the dye laser calibration fringes. A
new calibration is only required if a sufficiently different
mode of the transfer cavity is locked onto the HeNe laser.

1004

of the transfer

cavity

to the HeNe laser

The schemeof locking the transfer cavity to the HeNe
laser is shown in Fig. 2. There are two ranges of frequency
control needed: a fast response to correct for the small
amplitude, predominately acoustic fluctuations and a slow
but large amplitude responseto correct for the changesin
average pressure and temperature in the laboratory.
’ For determining the direction and magnitude of the
servo loop correction, a derivative shaped “discriminator”
signal is required. An elegant optical method to achieve
this was reported recently;14it does, however, require additional optical components not compatible with the triple
laser setup used in this work. Instead, to obtain an error
signal, the following schemeis used. The PZT is driven by
a small sinusoidal voltage ( V,,zO.125 V) derived from a
local oscillator running at a frequency of vm,,=4.4 kHz.
The PZT changesthe transmission frequency of the FPI by
one free spectral range (FSR) every 35 V. This small
dither voltage therefore introduces a cavity modulation of
5 1 MHz (i.e., less than 10% of the transmission width of
a fringe) which is detected as amplitude modulation of the
transmitted light at the frequency vmOd.The phase of this
amplitude modulation changesby 180”from one side of B
fringe to the other and vanishes at the top of each fringe.
To convert the phase behavior of the modulation into a
derivative shaped discriminator signal, the ac component
of the detector signal is demodulated in a double balanced
mixer whose local oscillator input is an appropriately
phase shifted and amplified version of the 4.4 kHz PZT
dither voltage.
The discriminator signal is used with proportional/
integral feedback to the PZT to control the length of the
transfer cavity such that the frequency on the HeNe laser
corresponds exactly to the center of the chosen transmission fringe. The 3 dB cutoff frequency of the servo loop is
Difference

frequency

spectrometer
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f C= 1/2rr = 50 Hz with a unity gain frequency of 1.OkHz.
The maximum dc correction voltage that can be applied to
the PZT is purposely limited to i 11 V and yet is easily
sufficient to lock the cavity. Hence the electronics can all
be derived from conventional f 15 V operational amplifiers and there is no need for a high voltage power supply.
The * 11 V limit translates into less than l/3 FSR change
of the transmission frequency of the FPI in either direction. This is particularly relevant, since the fast PZT control can never cause a jump to another longitudinal mode
of the transfer cavity, an event which would seriously debilitate the whole transfer stability concept.
To monitor the proper locking of the FPI two checks
are performed. The first is to determine whether the residual error signal is within a predetermined range around 0
V, which is monitored continuously via a front panel
green/red light emitting diode (LED). More importantly,
the dc part of the photodetector signal monitoring the
transmitted light is compared to a level of about l/3 of its
possiblemaximum at the top of a cavity fringe. If it drops
below this limit, flip-flop circuitry is triggered which activates a red warning LED. The flip-flop can only be reset
manually; hence the experimenter is alerted if the lock has
ever beenlost, and thus can have the assuranceof complete
lock integrity over an arbitrarily long series of spectral
scans.
To counteract the effects of slow variations of the air
pressure and temperature in the laboratory, the central
stainlesssteel part of the cavity spaceris heated.The heater
correction is derived from integral and proportional feedback of the discriminator signal, and added onto a constant
dc current (the working point) to ensure an averagetemperature of about 20 K above ambient room temperature.
This initial offset places the lock point more than 100 FSR
away from that of a room temperature cavity, and hence
yields both a large dynamic range and adequatespeedfor
the heater control. The time constant of the proportional
branch of the feedbackis 1 s to separateit cleanly from the
50 Hz knee in the PZT control bandwidth. The corresponding integral part of the heater servo just serves to
zero the two proportional corrections (i.e., to the PZT the
heater), and for which a relatively long time constant of
100 s proves entirely sufficient. Furthermore, this time constant prevents rapid heating or cooling of the cavity during
momentary interruptions of the lock (i.e., due to blockage
of the HeNe laser beam) which could cause an undesired
relocking to a different longitudinal mode of the transfer
cavity.
B. Frequency

control

of the Arf

IV. TEST OF THE PERFORMANCE

laser

For the frequency control of the single mode Ar+ laser, the rear mirror is PZT mounted, with a voltage requirement of 435 V per FSR (136 MHz) of the 110 cm
laser cavity. The servo controller which stabilizes the output frequency of the Ars laser, therefore, has to supply at
least this range of travel so a cavity mode can always be
found to match the desired frequency determined by one of
the modes of the transfer cavity. Here we implicitly assume
that the center frequency of the transmission bandpassof
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the Ar+ intracavity etalon and the transfer cavity mode are
separated by less than half the Ar+ FSR. On the other
hand, too great a dynamic range for the PZT could allow
the frequency of a particular longitudinal mode of the Arf
laser to tune by more than the 250 MHz free spectral range
of the transfer cavity. This would possibly lead to a situation where the servo loop controller could accidentally relock the Ar+ laser to an adjacent mode of the FPI. A
change of the Ar f laser frequency by exactly one FSR of
the transfer cavity would result, which would therefore
translate into a loss of the absolute frequency calibration of
the setup. To prevent this, the controller is purposefully
allowed less than 800 V travel, i.e:, nearly 2 FSR of the
Ar+ laser but less than 1 FSR of the transfer cavity.
With these ideas in mind, an integral feedback with a
time constant adjustable around 50 ms is used. It consists
of a low voltage part followed by a high voltage amplifier
( x 100). Since the transfer cavity is already dithered by
the PZT, the necessarydiscriminator signal is derived from
the Arf light transmitted through the FPI in an analogous
way to the HeNe laser. As the unavoidable thermal expansion or contraction of the Ar+ laser cavity will eventually
drive the controller into its lower or upper limit, provisions
for an automatic reset are implemented, as described below. These also allow for the automatic startup of the system and initial locking to the transfer cavity.
As long as the light power transmitted through the
FPI (dc part of the detector signal) is below a preset level,
a small constant voltage is fed to the integrator, inducing a
slow search for the proper lock point. As the transfer cavity fringe is approached, the detector signal rises, the discriminator signal is electronically switched to the integrator and the constant voltage disconnected, thereby quickly
achieving a tight lock. The lock status is also indicated by
a green/red LED on the front panel for operator convenience. If the PZT control voltage reaches either of the
preset lower or upper limit, whose difference corresponds
roughly to 1.5 FSR of the Ar+ laser cavity (typically 650
V), the integrator is reset to a suitable starting point, and
the next adjacent lock point acquired after a short automated ramp search as described above. It should be emphasized that by this procedure a neighboring longitudinal
mode (N-N+ 1) of the Arf laser is locked to the same
mode of the transfer cavity and therefore the frequency of
this laser is kept constant throughout an arbitrary number
of resetsdue to thermal expansion/contraction of the Ar’
cavity length.

1004

A. Optical

and electronic

tests

The first performance test of the stabilization system
comprises measurementsof the residual error signals and
of the HeNe and Ar + output frequencies. The residual
error signal of the cavity lock onto the HeNe laser scalesto
a root-mean-square (rms) frequency error of less than 200
kHz between the HeNe laser and the cavity mode. In an
independent experiment the beat note between the HeNe
laser output and an I2 stabilized HeNe laser was measured,
Difference

frequency
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and demonstrated a long term stability on the order of 100
kHz/h, i.e., well within the published range.i3 Therefore,
the combined error due to the HeNe and the quality of the
cavity lock is believed to be well below 1 MHz and should
not contribute noticeably to the overall system performance. In the absenceof any seriousexternal perturbations
(such as accidental interruption of the beam), the same
mode of the cavity stays easily locked to the HeNe for
periods on the order of a week.
Locking the Ar + laser to the transfer cavity has a
twofold effect. First, the long term frequency excursions
clearly evident in the unstabilized laser are dramatically
reduced and indeed are limited only by the long term stability of the transfer cavity. We did not find a simple way
to measurethis independently, but spectral scansof the IR
difference frequency system over molecular transitions reported in Sec. IV B suffice to indicate an absolute stability
of the Ar” laser of better than a few MHz. Second, the
linewidth of the laser is considerably decreased.This can
both be measured from the residual error signal and independently (and thus more reliably) by observing the frequency distribution of the laser output with an additional
scanning FPI. The latter test was performed with a confocal cavity of 2 GHz free spectral range and a finesse of
about 200. Both measurementsshow that the linewidth of
the laser is indeed reduced from the free running value of
about 10 MHz to typically 1 MHz. Since the best subDoppler linewidths we presently observe in the slit supersonic expansions are on the order of 30 MHz (at 4000
cm-’ for Ar carrier gas), this improvement in frequency
stability is nontrivial and should both increase the resolution and lead to more reliable line shape measurements.
B. Spectroscopic

measurements

As a test of the overall performance of the stabilization
and calibration setup described in this work, we have obtained repeated measurements of fixed molecular transitions of (HF), in the near IR. These spectra can be measured with sub-Doppler resolution and high signal-to-noise
ratio in the difference frequency spectrometer, described
elsewhere in detail.7 Briefly, tunable cw IR light is produced by difference frequency mixing of the Ar+ laser light
with the tunable output of the dye laser. The (HF), clusters are formed by expanding a mixture of Ar and HF
through a pulsed slit (4 cmx 100 pm) nozzle. Signal
strength is further enhanced with a multipass White cell
arrangement, yielding a net 64 cm absorption path length.
The uaCC=lcO Q branch spectrum of (HF), is
scanned repetitively over a period of more than 6 h. Representative samples of the resulting spectra are shown in
Fig. 3. The wall clock time of data acquisition is shown for
each spectrum. The displayed part is the ‘Qc branch of
the HF dimer free hydrogen stretch fundamental (v,,) at
3893 cmE.*.15The top trace is the transmission spectrum of
the transfer cavity as the dye laser is scanned and which
permits successivescansover the IR transitions to be quantitatively compared. The minor amplitude fluctuations on
the dye laser fringes stems from residual frequency noise
on the dye laser. At this level of spectral resolution, there
Rev. Sci. Instrum.,
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FIG. 3. Lower four traces: part of the RQ& branch of the HF dimer free
hydrogen stretch fundamental (v,,) at 3893 cm-’ recorded at subDoppler resolution. Upper trace: simultaneously recorded transmission
fringes of the transfer cavity. The molecular spectrum was recorded various times (i.e., from 303 to 8:30 PM) to test the long term stability of
calibration scheme described in this work.

is no noticeable shift betweenthe spectra over the course of
6 h, attesting to the long term frequency stability of the
transfer cavity lock design. An even more exacting test of
this frequency performance is described below.
For each of the experimental spectra a precise frequency scale is constructed in the following way: First the
positions of all the cavity fringes are determined with a fast
computer algorithm.i6 Frequencies are then assigned to
each of the fringes, and basedon a linear scan between the
fringes, also to each data point by interpolation. With this
preliminary scale the position of the lines in the molecular
spectrum are determined, and compared to the positions in
the spectrum taken at 5:00 PM (i.e., arbitrarily chosen as
a reference spectrum). Since the relative numbering of the
dye laser cavity fringes must be determined from scan to
scan, the fringe numbering is chosen visually by overlapping fringes and a given reference peak from successive
scans.This procedure is completely justified since any drift
of the overall system from scan to scan is certainly anticipated to be much less than 1 FSR ( ~250 MHz) and indeed is determined to be 5 5 MHz over periods of up to a
week. No adjustment is made for any drift of the Ar+ laser
frequency, i.e., it is locked solidly on. the HeNe stabilized
frequency transfer cavity and assumedto be constant.
With the frequency scaleestablishedfor all the spectra,
the position of each molecular line is determined and the
difference between that and the position of the same line in
the reference spectrum calculated. The set of differences
for a given spectrum are averaged,and taken as a measure
of the residual drift in the spectrometer. In addition, the
standard deviation of the individual differences in a given
spectrum are calculated to give a measure of the uncertainty of the frequency positions. The typical value of 5
MHz for the standard deviation in a spectrum with 30
MHz linewidths reflects the fact that the lines are not very
smooth due to residual frequency fluctuations of the dye
laser. This has been recently eliminated by locking the dye
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FIG. 4. Frequency drift of the difference frequency spectrometer as a
function of relative time. The error bars represent f 1 standard deviation.
The data scan taken at + 1.8 h is used as a reference. See text for details.

laser to a Zerodur cavity, which is scannedby an intracavity galvo plate.
The measureddrifts over the series of (HF), spectra
are plotted as a function of the data acquisition time in Fig.
4. The error bars represent h 1 standard deviation. Within
this error, no significant drift of the system over more than
6 h is apparent. We have made similar measurements”
under improved frequency control of the dye laser and
have confirmed that this system exhibits a comparabledegreeof absolutefrequency stability over the courseof a full
week. This indicates that an open transfer cavity locked to
a stablereferencelaser is sufficient to calibrate sub-Doppler
optical and IR molecular spectra with an accuracy on the
order of a few MHz or better in routine, day to day applications.
V. DISCUSSION

A novel stabilization and calibration schemefor optical spectrometershas been presented,basedon the stabilization of an open transfer cavity onto the output of a polarization stabilized HeNe laser. The Arf and the dye laser
used in our difference frequency spectrometer are referencedto this cavity. A calibration stability on the order of
1 MHz/h is experimentally demonstrated.
The setup presentedavoids the difficulty in electronically separatingthe signals from the three laser beamsthat
was discussedin a design by Coulombe and Pine.18It has
much higher precision than simple stabilizing schemes
usedfor pulsed dye lasers.” Furthermore, in contrast to an
alternative frequency calibration based on the IR
radiation2’the strong visible radiation is usedfor the servo
control of the lasersand all of the IR light generatedcan be
used for the actual experiment. In addition, there is no
need for a highly sensitive electrooptic modulator in the
referencecavity, as in an approachsuggestedby Bergmann
and co-workers.21
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Our schemeshould also be useful for many other types
of cw spectrometersand even for stabilization of the cw
seedlaser of an injection seededhigh power Nd:YAG. The
latter is highly desirable in applications such as Raman
spectroscopy.”If a referencelaser exists with a stable output frequency close to the frequency of interest, then the
residual drift due to air dispersion can be reduced even
further. In any event, the present calibration drift rates of
1 MHz/h already provide an extremely useful tool for
many applications of high resolution spectroscopy.
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